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Our Nursery children have been continuing 

learning about mini beasts.  They have continued 

looking at the butterflies but have also now been 

looking closely at ladybirds.  The children have 

been carefully counting the amount of spots on 

the ladybirds.   

Our learning in Reception has taken on the theme 

of Pirates.  The children have enjoyed reading the 

book ‘The Night Pirates’ and reading a little bit 

each day to see where the adventure takes them.  

We have made our own treasure maps, pirate hats 

and learnt some Pirate Songs.  In Maths we have 

been looking at measuring height, the children 

have liked measuring towers with blocks and 

finding out how tall they are using the word 

centimetres.     

Why don’t you try this at home? (Magic Moment) 

Magic Moments are your way of sharing something 

magical your child does at home. This allows the 

teachers to evidence children’s achievements at 

home as well as in school, showing that we are 

working together to support your child. You can use 

the ideas below or perhaps you have spotted them 

doing something different that you would like to 

share with us. Please use Class Dojo to share your 

child’s Magic Moment with us.    

 

Nursery: Can you draw a lady bird? Ask your child 

to draw a ladybird then say a number and ask them 

to put the same amount of spots on them.   

 

Reception: Can you use a tape measure around 

your house and measure the height of different 

things.  If you do not have a tape measure then 

perhaps you could measure how many blocks high 

something is.   

 

Reminders: 

We kindly request £1.00 a week as a donation 

towards snack which is given to children on a daily 

basis.   

When dropping off children and picking them up 

from school can you please take care.  The carpark 

will still be in use with staff and visitors 

arriving/leaving at different times and therefore 

children need to be carefully supervised.  Please 

use the path and enter the pedestrian gate rather 

than cutting across the carpark.  Thank you 

Reception please remember to access Fast Phonics 

and read as often as possible.  
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